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%RILE COM PLE T I N G T H E ARRAN GE M E N T S f o r t h i s

paper, I was reminded,
� /�quite�properly,�that�the�members�of�N.A.CA.�are�interested�in�industrial
W
accounting and that the material should be slanted along that vein. This gave
me some pause, because my recent experience has been along somewhat broader
lines, with accounting problems occupying a secondary role. In pondering
where to draw the line between topics which would be of interest to industrial accountants and those which would not, I was reminded of a passage I
read several years ago in a book called Managing for Profit by Knoeppel and
Seybold (McGraw -Hill, 1937). This passage struck me so forcefully at the
time that I copied it off and have kept it handy ever since. It has served many
times to readjust my thinking and to get me back on the main track after some
detours and side excursions. The quotation follows:
"Few accountants have crossed the line between accounting and engineering, while
many engineers have jumped the fence between the two. . . . Accounting has attempted to put ma nagement in accou nting strait jack ets and then wonders why its work
is�not�of�greater�value�in�being�a �positive�force�in�the�condu ct�of�bu siness�—the�cha rt
and compass of business navigation. Executives are not accountants, are afraid of
accounting reports, and fear accounting mystery, and as a result, accounting has not
been the real interpreter of and to business that it should be. Unless it wakes up,
becomes more progressive, and embraces more territory, it will find that in the course
of time it will be su pplanted by a n engineering procedure."

It seems to me, therefore, that all discussions of industrial accounting probA U G U S T , 1955
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lems should begin with the management problems involved. Accountants traditionally serve three groups —the public, the stockholders and management. The
gentlemen who wrote the above passage were evidently of the opinion that we
serve them in that order, with management being required to fit its thinking to
the forms and terminology developed for the other two. Whether they were
right or wrong, it does no harm to reemphasize that, if we are to be a part
of management, we must look first to management's needs in defining our
accounting problems and in working out satisfactory solutions to them.
Meaning of and Reasons for Decentralization
Advance description of the subject matter of this paper emphasized the trend
toward decentralization. In keeping with the principle just stated, therefore,
I would like to discuss briefly what decentralization means in management
terms and why it seems a desirable thing to do. Decentralization of management means, basically, the delegation of the profit responsibility of the chief
executive. It implies granting to subordinates full responsibility for, and authority over, all functions which bear on current and future profits.
The logical vehicle for such decentralization is the product line. It results
in a divisional or product department organization, each with a general manager responsible for product design, manufacture and distribution. The first
logical step in the process is the establishment of divisions, embracing broad
product lines or groups of products having similar characteristics in each of the
key functional areas of sales, engineering and manufacture. The second step
is the formation of product departments within divisions. In the early stages,
this involves much joint usage of facilities and services by product departments.
It is this joint usage which gives rise to many of the accounting problems involved in measurement of performance of the product department units established. Sound solutions to these problems are essential to the success of the
decentralization program.
But decentralization need not stop at the product department level. Although
decentralization of profit responsibility usually is not practical below this level,
responsibility for planning and controlling cost and expense can be delegated.
This involves the establishment of expense control centers below the level of
department managers, making first -line supervision responsible for planning
and controlling the manpower, salaries, and operating expenses for individual
units. For example, in carrying out this process in our own company, we have
found budget units containing as many as seven hundred people, spending as
much as fifteen million dollars per year, with responsibility for planning and
1740
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control resting exclusively with the department manager. Our approach was
to cut this large mass up into many smaller units, pushing responsibility for
expense planning and control down to first line supervision.
It is logical to ask, at this point, why decentralize? Does it not result in
duplication of overheads and, therefore, higher costs and lower profits? Does
it not multiply the number of reports and increase paper work? The answer
is that it brings the profit motive closer to more management people. In enterprises organized functionally from the top, i.e., sales people reporting to other
sales people all the way to the top, and so on, the emphasis tends to be placed
upon functional perfection rather than profit maximization. By setting up
smaller profit centers, profit responsibility and functional responsibility are
brought into closer relationship a ll down the line, so that the profit implications
of functional perfection are more readily apparent. Furthermore, the pinpointing of action to improve profits is more practical and effective.
Pushing responsibility for planning and controlling cost and expense as
far down into the supervisory ranks as possible has two distinct advantages.
First, functional services can be directly related to the cost of providing the
services. Instead of placing the first -line supervisor in the position of pressuring his superiors constantly for authorization to hire more people to improve
the functional perfection of his operation, we can make him a small business
man in his own right. Costs become a prime consideration as a result of his
constant concern with "meeting a payroll" out of his budgeted funds. Second,
the size of the cost or expense unit is reduced and the relative amount of supervisory time available for planning and controlling expenses is increased.
Decentralization, therefore, embraces two phases:
I. Pushing profit responsibility as far down
in the management organization as is
practicable.

2. Pushing responsibility for cost and expense control as far down in the profit
center as possible.

A Case In Point
During the past year at Westinghouse, we have undertaken two major projects which closely relate to the subject of this discussion. We have begun to
break up some of our large divisions into profit centers or product departments.
Also, we have undertaken a general program of redesigning and improving our
control tools, not only for control of profit centers but of smaller functional
units as well. In so doing, we have faced many of the problems involved in
adjusting accounting procedures to meet the needs of such a program. We do
not yet have them all solved to our satisfaction, but perhaps you will be interested in our thinking. In the remainder of this discussion, I shall use the
A U G U S T , 1955
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term, "profit center," to refer to divisions or product departments charged with
over -all profit responsibility for a product line. I shall use the term, "budget
center," to refer to functional departments and sub - sections within the profit
centers.
Decentralization makes necessary sensitive measurement and control tools.
Without such tools, top management cannot determine satisfactory or unsatisfactory performance by those to whom responsibility and authority have been
delegated, or when to move in on poorly performing profit units. Successful
measurement and control of decentralized profit and cost units has three basic
requirements:
I. Careful definition of responsibility for
planning and control of income and
cost, matched with clear -cut authority.
2. A sound system of standards against
which to measure performance.

3. A reporting system which promptly reveals actual results against standards in
terms of assigned responsibility.

It is my intention to discuss the accounting problems which relate to each
of these.

Clear Definition of Responsibility and Authority
Assignment of responsibility for profit or expense when the individual involved cannot, in fact, exercise control leads only to confusion and frustration.
The principle causes of frustration in this regard are:
I. Allocated charges to profit centers or
budget centers from units outside the
control of the managers or supervisor
involved.

2. Costs and assets of feeder or service
departments used jointly by two or more
profit centers.
3. Materials or parts transferred from one
profit center to another.

It can readily be seen that each of these considerations involves the accountant "right up to his neck," for distributions and allocations have long been a
feature of any accounting or cost system. Further, costing of material transfers
impinges on one of the sacred hunting grounds of the accountants, the valuation
of inventories.
Let us look first at the problem of allocations and distributions. They are
made, usually, to provide the basis for accurate costing of products or for classification of expense by type. Both of these are laudable objectives, but how do
they affect the problem of control? Typically, the department head who incurs
the expense worries little about control, because his costs are chopped up and
charged to somebody else anyhow. The recipient of the charge, on the other
hand, throws up his hands because he can do nothing to influence the size of
his charge except "yell to high heaven." The problem becomes especially serious
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if costs are distributed, as most of them are, on arbitrary percentages, rather
than a standard charge based upon the service actually rendered. I would like
to offer, as a solution, the suggestion that allocations designed to classify cost
and expense properly by type be done internally by the accounting department.
Information is thereby made available for tax returns and public reports. For
internal reporting, however, where the primary objective is management control, let us free budget centers of allocated charges and accumulate all expense
according to the individual who directly exercises control.
I would make two general exceptions to this principle. The first has to do
with allocations of general overheads to profit centers. In judging the overall
profitability of profit centers and in pricing the product so that general overheads are covered, it is important that profit center managers know the magnitude of the contribution required of them. Even so, such allocations can and
should be set out separately on control statements and short-term control performance should be judged solely on the basis of costs entirely within the control of the unit manager. The second exception relates to service departments
which perform readily measurable jobs for other departments and the work
loads of which are directly determined by the frequency of such demands. Here,
a measured standard charge may be determined for each job and may be billed
to the receiving unit, thus making the receiver responsible for the standard
cost of jobs requisitioned by him and also making the service department head
responsible for performing the services demanded, within the standard costs
established. Inasmuch as this system can be costly, it should be used only where
much is to be gained by this separation of responsibility.
Companies which have adopted return on assets as a measure of performance
face the problem of assigning responsibility for both costs and assets of productive departments which feed or service two or more profit departments.
Possible answers to this problem include the following:
I. Joint costs and assets can be allocated
to product departments serviced on any
of a number of possible bases, such as
productive labor hours, direct labor and
material costs, etc. This treatment has
all of the disadvantages listed above
for allocations and distributions in general.
2. All assets can be assigned to one of
the profit units served, preferably the
one which is the largest user. Products
shipped to other profit units are costed
out of the responsible unit to the receiv-

I

ing unit. This method enables clear -cut assignment of responsibility for assets and
costs but raises the problem of the basis
for interdepartmental transfers.
The feeder department, perhaps along
with other adjacent feeder departments,
can be established as a completely
separate unit, charged with responsibility for earning an adequate return on
assets employed. This also places emphasis on establishing a proper basis for
interdepartmental transfers.

At Westinghouse we have used all three methods. Where jointly used departments are small and inconsequential in the total picture of profit units
A U G U S T , 1955
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served, we allocate assets and costs. However, where larger operations are involved, we lean to one of the latter two methods. It has proven wholly impractical to hold a profit unit manager responsible for earning a satisfactory
return on assets when large segments of those assets can be controlled only in
collaboration with other profit unit managers.
This leads us logically into the third problem or difficulty in assigning responsibility and authority, namely, the costing of interunit transfers of materials.
For many years, we made such transfers at a cost consisting of inventory value
plus a pro rata share of overhead costs not in inventory. Naturally, these overhead charges varied with volume and other factors, so costs to receiving units
also fluctuated. The shipping division recorded a memorandum profit margin
based upon the profit margin earned by the receiving division. Three years
ago, we changed our system. Profit center divisions of the company now deal
with each other at arm's length, buying and selling on the basis of established
market prices or on prices negotiated in the same manner as with an outside
supplier. In order to keep from pyramiding overhead costs and profits in inventory, only the inventory value of the shipping division is recorded in the
inventory of the receiver. The rest of the price, including general overheads
and profit, is written off as a charge against current operations.
We have found this latter method to be a marked improvement. It has
brought to light several feeder operations which were highly inefficient and,
therefore, unable to compete with outsiders on a profitable basis. The revised
system localizes such excessive costs instead of spreading them over many departments and many products. Further, it has permitted clear -cut assignment
of responsibility and eliminated many arguments over cost and overhead factors.
Of course, there are disadvantages to the new system, as well. However, we
feel they are far outweighed by the benefits.
Establishment of Sound Standards to Measure Performance
It has been said above that, besides careful definition of responsibility, a
sound system of performance measurement is required under decentralization.
The literature of the day is replete with learned discussions of the use of return on investment as a measure of performance. I do not intend to compete
with the scholars of the day by discussing the many problems of asset valuation
and accurate determination of the proper basis for and size of return on asset
requirements, but I would like to offer two conclusions of my own regarding
the use of return on assets as a measurement of performance:
1744
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I. A standard rate of return cannot be
applied uniformly to all profit units. Differences in age of assets, depreciation
policies, inventory valuation methods,
etc., make this impossible.

2. Although useful for appraisal of longterm performance, profit potentialities,
and long -term planning, return on assets
standards are not usable as measures of
short -term performance.

It is my belief that we in the control profession fail to give adequate attention to the planning phase of business management. We search for magic
ratios of expense to sales, expense to direct costs, assets to sales, etc., and
attempt to apply them to any and all situations as infallible guides to efficiency.
Actually, they are worse than no guides at all. They do exactly what Knoeppel
and Seybold warn against in the quotation already given —they "put management in accounting strait jackets." They assume that normal or average relationships should apply to any individual unit at any time. Such is almost never
the case.
The very best basis for measuring the short -term performance of a unit is an
integrated financial plan, prepared in advance, by the management of the unit
itself. Such a plan (call it a profit budget, if you will) should represent the
result of all of the approved programs and policies of the unit for the period
in question. It should be developed by putting together the operating requirements of each functional department, initiated by the functional managers in
the unit. It should be analyzed and reworked by the top management team of
the unit until it represents their best judgment as to the proper balance between
short -term profits and long -term improvement programs. The use of such a
plan as the basis for short -term measurement of performance makes our control a dynamic one, adapted to the current position of the unit and reflective of
the action needed to work toward or maintain a sound financial position. It
eliminates all of the arguments associated with measuring current year's performance against last year's or against "normal " — arguments which swirl furiously around attempts to explain why and how conditions are different and
the comparison therefore not valid.
Of course, basing measurement of performance on a plan places strong emphasis on being certain that we have a sound plan to begin with. To assure
this, I offer two basic tools. The first is a program for setting long -range objectives which represent acceptable profit performance. Acceptable profit performance for each unit is determined by the overall requirements of the company, the nature of the industry involved, and the performance of competitors.
It embraces such aspects as market participation, design leadership, modernization of facilities and cost and expense reduction and control. Short -range plans
may then be judged and evaluated in terms of the progress they represent
toward attainment of the long -range position objective. The second basic tool
A U G U S T , 1955
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needed to make such a measurement device workable is sound standards for
all operating cost and expense. Plans and budgets lose their value as control
tools if we cannot be confident that they reflect truly efficient performance of
necessary functions. To obtain this assurance, we need to subject every operation to a penetrating analysis and to scrutinize organization, procedures, methods, and productivity. The result of such analysis is budget or cost standards
which are infinitely superior to budgets arrived at on the basis of past history
or negotiation.
At Westinghouse, we have assigned responsibility for setting standards for
all factory costs and expense to the industrial engineering department. We are
developing office systems and procedure analysts to fulfill the same function in
office areas. In the relatively short experience we have had so far, we have not
only produced standards representing substantial cost reductions but have also
been able to greatly improve the efficiency of service department operations.
Determination of departmental budgets becomes a process of scientific investigation and measurement, rather than a frustrating process of reconciling a
series of general impressions. For this reason, operating management is
strongly behind this program and enthusiastic about it.
With sound standards for all operating costs and expenses and a long -range
objective upon which to base evaluation of the need for improvement programs,
a sound plan of operations for the coming year can be evolved. Such a plan
offers the very best basis for measurement of performance during the year in
question.
Reporting Actual Results

The final problem area which I plan to discuss is that of designing a report
system which strikes the proper balance between:
I. Conserving the time of busy operating
executivec and

2. Calling to their attention all the significant information upon which they can
and should act.

To accomplish this, the report structure should start with one or two key
figures, such as operating profit or return on assets, then fan out in greater and
greater detail to break down the components of the key figure. Such breakdown
should follow lines of responsibility, reporting results to each executive in terms
of the performance of those reporting to him. Each actual figure should be
matched against the original profit plan for the period involved, so that performance is always judged in terms of the approved plan. In designing such
a report structure, the accountant immediately encounters a fundamental conflict
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between the objectives noted above and traditional accounting practice of
classifying expense by type. Because profit department organizations must
differ due to size, emphasis, and personalities, we soon find that it becomes
impossible to match our accounting and report structure to each organization and still maintain a uniform classification of expenses by type. The
problem reaches its most severe state when the effort is made to consolidate
data from several profit centers.
Very early in the game, therefore, the accountant who is attempting to establish controls by responsibility finds that, for internal control purposes, he must
sacrifice clear -cut summarization by type of cost or expense. It must be noted
that this is for internal control purposes only. The need for data by type of
income, cost, and expense for external reporting and tax purposes cannot be
denied. The answer, is seems to me, lies in setting up a basic chart of accounts
on a type basis, summarizing by type on accounting work sheets for external
purposes but reporting internally by responsibility and organizational lines.
This calls to mind a quotation from Peter Drucker's latest book The Practice
of Management (Harper & Bros., 1954) :
" W e have to focus accounting data on management's needs in running a business,
rather than on the requirements of tax collector and bank er, or on the old wives' tales
so many investors imbibe at their security a nalyst's k nee and forever a fter mista ke for
financial wisdom."

Because management must get results through people, the primary need in
internal control is to know who is performing according to plan and who is
not. A properly designed report structure, therefore, summarizes performance
along organization lines, with listing of cost and expense by type confined to
the first level where direct, day -to-day control is exercised.
A very important element in any reporting structure is analysis and interpretation. Operating executives do not have time to study financial reports in great
detail to glean all the useful information which may be contained ill them.
For this reason, such reports should be brief and should enable the executive
to spot problem areas quickly. However, financial data in the mass should not
go unanalyzed, for many significant facts may be buried deep in the maze of
departmental statements. This analysis function should be performed by competent personnel in the accounting or control department. By performing this
function adequately, the accountant can not only relieve the operating executive of burdensome detail but also provide information of great value in business decisions of all kinds, information not revealed by the reports as published.
But, to perform such a function, the accountant must see the business through
the eyes of the manager, not the eyes of the disinterested financial analyst, tax
A U G U S T , 1955
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expert, or auditor. He must learn to assemble information in terms of the
facts bearing directly upon those problems. His findings must be presented
in terms which are understandable by men unfamiliar with accounting terminology and "accepted accounting practice."
To Think as Managers
This brings me back full circle to the theme upon which I opened this
discussion. The basic accounting problem in measuring performance by organizational units lies within us. It is the problem of becoming good enough
business men ourselves so that we can view our accounting systems in terms
of how well they serve management, as against how well they conform to
"accepted accounting practice." If we solve this problem, we not only will
not "be supplanted by an engineering procedure," but will take our rightful
place in management as "the chart and compass of business navigation."
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Operations Research and the Accountant

�I

bY JOHN F. MAGEE
Director of Operations Research Group, Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, Massachusetts

I

AM DE EPLY HON O RE D t o h a v e t h e p r i v i l e g e

of discussing here the nature

of operations research and its relation to the accounting function. I must
say at the outset, however, that the task is a difficult one and I must view with
realism my chances of success in conveying the concept of operations research.
To the extent that some industrial accountants have had experience with operations research teams, I can hope to add relatively little to their concept of
op er a t io ns resea rch. As fo r t h o s e w h o h a v e h a d n o e x p e r i e n c e u p t o n o w wi t h

operations research, no amount of verbal description can give the understanding
of it which can be gained through direct participation. At most, I can hope to
excite interest in the subject sufficiently so that there will be a desire to investigate it further. Some, as a result, may gain direct working experience. Through
this working experience and only through it, will there be obtained a direct
"feel" for operations research and an understanding of its relation to the accounting function. Indeed, by this work, those who engage in it will help
mold the still relatively new and flexible concept of operations research.

W hat Is Operations Research?
Before describing the relationship between the operations research and the
accounting functions, it would be well perhaps to describe in some detail what
is meant by operations research. During World War II, small groups of scientists were drawn together to help the military services design effective methods
for using the various technical equipment and devices such as radar, sonar,
and the like, which the scientists had played a large part in developing. The
first groups were organized in Britain before the Battle of Britain to help
study the use of radar. In this country, the first groups were formed during
the height of the Battle of the Atlantic to study the use of antisubmarine
weapons and efficient antisubmarine techniques. In both countries, the scope
of the work of these groups expanded rapidly, until sizable groups of scientists
were engaged in large -scale studies covering major operating questions in all
theaters of war.
These groups were characteristically groups of scientists or like - minded
men engaged in doing research. They happened to be attached to the operations section of the military staffs and, as a result, were named variously: operaA U G U S T , 1955
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tions research, operational research, operations analysis, and operations evaluation groups. After the war, when the activities of these and their industrial
counterparts began to receive more general recognition and when the scientists
engaged in this work joined to form a professional society, the name, operations
research, was generally accepted. Thus, although the name is not completely
inappropriate to the activities which fall under it, it is, like so many names,
largely a historical accident.
Despite the somewhat accidental choice of the name, I believe a reflection on the term itself is perhaps the best way of finding a key or a general
characterization of the work which operations research groups do. Operations
research is, in short, research on operations. It is the study of complex business,
military, or government operations considered as a whole. The activities of
the enterprise —the combination of equipment, personnel, and output —are considered as a single economic process. The total operation is studied by the
methods of thought, experimentation and analysis, the combination of method
and mental attitude we have come to associate, for example, with the skilled
physicist or chemist in their respective fields. The purpose of operations research, as a branch of applied science, is to provide explicit description and
understanding of the relationships among the functional components of an
operation which determine its effectiveness in achieving its goals. The executive
can use the explicit and quantitative knowledge about the operation which results, to direct his thinking toward sound decisions and improved efficiency.
Seven Applications of Operations Research
Before carrying the characterization of operations research further, we might
look briefly at some cases in which operations research has proven useful. Characteristically, the field of study of operations research is the whole operating
organization, not single functions. Its principal value is in laying bare the
structural complexities, not in solutions to specific problems. This is true of the
cases which follow, even if, as I fear, my descriptions may emphasize specific
short -term results.
An operations research team helped a manufacturer of food products get
organized scheduling for better inventory control. The sales department of this
company is responsible for forecasting sales and fixing inventory levels, and
thus production rates. The manufacturing organization had only to meet these
rates; the sales department was required to back up its sales forecasts by living
within the inventories it had established. Finished inventories were set to protect the company against forecast errors, but the manufacturing organization
questioned whether these inventories were large enough for economical manu1750
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facturing runs, too. An operations research team, armed with algebra, some
simple statistical methods and some techniques of servo theory, showed how,
in fact, finished inventory could be cut in half, resulting in a major cut in
capital and warehousing costs, while still achieving even more stable employment, relaxing sales department control over finished inventories slightly, and
using a simple automatic scheduling method.
An operations research team has helped a transportation company, proud of
its operating and maintenance efficiency but concerned about its sales effectiveness. The team showed, after three or four months' work on an analysis of the
account structure of the company, that the company was not getting its share of
the business from major shippers. The selling effort required is of a high level sort. The salesmen have to understand the customers' needs and sell
service and reliability, rather than a product with some tangible advantages.
Based on the preliminary analysis of the account structure, the team drew up an
account classification scheme which indicated the amount of sales attention of
various types to be given to accounts of different size. The team also set up a
control system to get sales effort directed in line with the account classification.
An experiment was set up in one terminal area, with two purposes: to measure
the effect of sales effort on various account classes and to test out a policy for
distributing sales effort indicated by the preliminary analysis. Although a fairly
lengthy experiment was anticipated, two months' experience showed sales were
clearly increased in the test area. The executives of the company commented
on the immediate improvement in station morale, and the profits from increased
sales in the experiment alone paid the cost of the research.
Another operations research team helped a manufacturer of electronic components, concerned with the heavy cost of paper -work associated with procurement, scheduling, and expediting. Despite incurrence of these costs, the company was seriously plagued with back orders and parts shortages, which held
up finished product deliveries. The company makes a wide variety of products,
each fairly specialized to a particular end use. Besides finished equipment
sales, the company does a large spare and replacement parts business for both
current and former production items. Individual components may be used
simultaneously in a variety of finished assemblies. The operations research team
found that an order - explosion and base stock inventory control system could be
set up, employing simple statistical methods for extrapolation of component replacement sales (1 ) for purchasing replenishment stocks and ( 2 ) for controlling product flow through manufacturing operations. The control was also
well suited for mechanization and the operations research team helped the comA U G U S T , 1955
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pany's system group define the necessary measurements, review the field of
available electronic data - handling systems, and currently, program the computer
eventually chosen.
An operations research team designed a simple graphical method for analyzing distribution questions of a producer of industrial alcohol. These included
such questions as: Which producing plants should serve which markets, in view
of production and shipping costs? How would various proposed pricing systems affect the company's competitive position, and in what markets? Where
should a new plant be located? How would a proposed change in freight classification affect plant utilization and market position? The method gave the company a quick and accurate way of analyzing a variety of questions of basic
business strategy which had hitherto absorbed considerable executive time without resolution.
We have recently submitted a report to the air carrier industry and the government, recommending a program for the development of a new communications system. Many people connected with civil aviation have been concerned
about the capacity of the existing communications methods to support the
future business load. An operations research team defined the nature of air
communications, set up means for measuring communications volumes of various
types, determined the functions of an air communications network and equipment specifications affecting network efficiency. It examined available industry
forecasts and analyzed the operational significance of forecasts and possible forecast errors to the communications network. The team dug into equipment and
techniques available, as well as operating costs, and finally arrived at a plan for
a communications network which is believed practical and efficient and which
will handle two to three times the existing communications load, with improved
service below present total cost.
A manufacturer of chemical products, with a wide and varied line, sought
more rational or logical bases than the customary percentage of sales, for distributing his limited advertising budget among products, some of which were
growing, some stable, and others declining. An operations research study
showed that advertising effectiveness could be related to three simple characteristics of a product, each of which could be estimated from existing sales
data with satisfactory reliability. The characteristics were: the total market
potential, the rate of growth of sales, and the customer loss rate. A mathematical formulation of the effect of these three characteristics and the advertising budget on the product sales potential provided a rational basis for distributing advertising and promotional effort.
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A processor of a line of household products supported his distribution effort
to retail grocery stores by promotional or missionary salesmen. The executive
board questioned the amount of promotional effort which could be justified.
Studies were made which yielded explicit mathematical statements of the
relationship between the number of accounts called on and resulting sales volume and the relation between sales manufacturing and distribution costs.
These were combined by the methods of differential calculus to set up simple
tables for picking the level of promotion in each area which would maximize
company net profits. The results showed that nearly a fifty per cent increase
in promotional activity was economically feasible and would yield substantial
profits.
What Is New About Operations Research?
Now these problems are hardly new. It will be recognized that businessmen
have been working on, and reaching solutions to, problems like these for
decades. Then, is operations research really new? The particular problems are
hardly new. The search for quantitative data and factual basis for decision is
hardly new, witness the growth of industrial engineering, market research,
accounting, and the control function. The methods of research and investigation are as old as experimental science itself. The application of the
methods of experimental science to specific problems or questions is not new,
witness the investigation of the phenomenon of work by Frederick W. Taylor,
the analysis of statistical phenomena in manufacturing processes by Shewhart
and others, leading to development of quality control procedures, and the work
of telephone engineers in this country and in Scandinavia on congestion problems in communications. What is new is, first, the recognition that stable patterns of order underlie business operations as they do natural phenomena and,
second, that the systematic application of the methods of experimental science —
which business has supported to the extent of many billions of dollars over
past decades to investigate products and processes —to study of business operations, lays bare these patterns so that they may be used for more effective management.
The Method of Science, Concepts Underlying Operations Research
One of the basic problems businessmen face in understanding operations research is simply understanding scientists. It is a fact that businessmen and
scientists think differently. These days, it is sometimes considered impolite to
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say that a person is nonscientific. This is unfortunate, because, in fact, most
people are not. By and large, a scientist is no more valuable and, in most
cases, he is probably less valuable, than a good administrator or politician in
being able to provide basic satisfaction. The typical scientist is just as illogical,
non - rational, biased, or intolerant as any other human being, particularly when
thinking outside his own field.
Dr. James Conant in his series of lectures, "On Understanding Science,"
notes that it is almost impossible for a group of scientists to explain to a nonscientist the mental processes they go through, although they understand each
other very well. Dr. Conant maintains that it is equally difficult for a person
who has not done scientific research to grasp what research is about. Whereas
the administrator and the businessman think largely in terms of people and
organization, the scientist thinks in terms of measurements, conceptual models,
and abstractions. The key to scientific thought is the process of induction,
which is neither easy nor well understood. The basic scientific problem is to
look at specifics and to leap from these to generalized abstract theoretical pictures which will explain these specifics and predict others. The experimental
scientist lives by a rigid code which requires that his theories work, that is,
that they predict. This means that he has to be exceedingly careful about the
problems of measurement, definition, and the like. The experimental scientist
has to be trained, these days, in a substantial body of experimental philosophy
and mathematical technique. An examination of a book such as E. Bright
Wilson's Introduction to Scientific Research is illuminating, showing the mundane details out of which scientific methods are built, as contrasted with the
broad and, to the scientist, somewhat meaningless statements about the so- called
"scientific method," which are sometimes made.
The basic concepts of operations research are those of science —as scientific
methods are employed in the typical industrial research program. The most
frequently encountered concept in operations research is the concept of the
model. The operations research model, like an engineering or accounting
model, is a simplified representation of an operation, containing only those
aspects which are of primary importance to the particular problem under study.
An operations research model may be mathematical, in the form of a set of
equations relating significant variables in the operation to the outcome, or it may
be a numerical or tape model, where numbers on decks of punched cards or
magnetic tapes are manipulated to represent functioning of the operation.
Operations research models may be exact, where chance plays a small part, or
they may be probabilistic, containing explicit recognition of uncertainty. The
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construction of the model, or faithful representation of the operation, is the
scientist's first goal. The remaining task is interpretation of this model or
theory.
A second fundamental concept is that of decision and decision - making. The
element common to all true operations research problems is the existence of
alternative courses of action, with a choice to be made among them. From the
point of view of operations research, the operation is a set of decisions or
strategies, with an outcome related to each. The objective of operations research
is to show clearly the relation between the outcome and the possible courses
of action, to assist the executive in making his decision wisely. In every case,
however, the ultimate choice of the course of action lies with the executive,
in view of his policies, objectives, and the risks he is prepared to assume.

Another important concept is the role of experimentation. Operations research aims to be the application of experimental science to study of operations.
The theory describing the operation, as contained, for example, in the model,
must be experimentally verifiable. This means two things. First, verification
must be possible and, second, when experiments are made, theory and observation must check.
These methods and concepts —the research attitude, the search for explanations of phenomena, the construction of quantitative models, and the quantitative experimental point of view —are the things which characterize operations research as the application of scientific attitudes and methods to the study
of operations, in order to help executives improve decisions.
Operations Research and Accounting — Differences
How does the operations research function relate to the accounting or control
function in business? First, some of the differences should be mentioned. The
traditional and basic accounting function —which influences methods, data collected, and procedures —is to provide a consistent and proven record of the
flow of assets in the organization, to assure stockholders, employees, government, and the public that the management stewardship is properly conducted.
A second and growing function —the management accounting function —is the
systematic collection and organization of cost and related control data for management use. On the other hand, the operations research function is to do research where consistency and regularity serve little purpose.
Differences in purpose mean differences in people. The accountant or controller is not a scientist. He is a businessman. In this sense, he has a broader
role to play in the organization. It is probably true that, in many organizations, the most appropriate place for an operations research group is in the
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controller's department, but this will not be achieved by taking a typical bright
young man in the department, teaching him some complex mathematics and
calling him the "OR team." Operations research is a technical field and success
depends on skill and experience in experimental research. You cannot make a
research scientist of a young businessman by teaching him a little mathematics,
any more than you can make a business controller out of a research scientist by
teaching him a little double -entry bookkeeping.
Differences in function also mean different interests in data. The operations
research requirements for precision and consistency are far less, characteristically, than those in accounting. Costs are, of course, vital in many problems
and the operations research unit must rely on the help and guidance of the
accounting organization, but the definitions of cost are operational in character
and may change radically from time to time. For example, the method of
measuring investment goods in inventory may be changed from one problem
to the next.
Operations Research and Accounting— Cooperation
So much for differences. I would like to cite two examples of areas in whicri
accounting and operations research units have cooperated very effectively in the
past. These are areas of burning importance today: management control and
data processing.
Progressive accounting organizations have performed outstanding service in
their companies in the organization of a sound management control reporting
system. Basic to this seems to be recognition of the essential differences between financial, legal, or tax accounting and accounting for control, differences
in precision, detail, emphasis, and even, at times, the inclusion or exclusion of
certain types of data in reports. For example, the cost information needed for
effective control over inventory investment is far different from that required
for inventory valuation.
Operations research is engaged, in part, in study of the control processes
of the business: the kinds of performance measures needed, the rate of reaction,
the degree of significance and, thus, the degree of response, to associate with
fluctuations in performance. What kind of report can keep cost performance of
individual production departments properly in balance? What measurements of
sales branch expense control are most effective? What measures or reports can
help keep scheduling and inventory management in line with policy? What
sales reports and statistics are needed to control the field sales force, select accounts, set territories, adjust advertising? These are questions an operations
research unit can help answer.
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Data processing is another fruitful area for cooperative work. It is becoming
increasingly fashionable to attempt to solve clerical or reporting problems at
present by using one of the several varieties of electronic internally programmed
data - handling systems —the giant or middle -size brains. The possibilities in this
field today are great, but achieving these possibilities takes care. On the one
hand, this equipment offers a chance in many businesses for getting for the first
time a really flexible and useful central information - processing center, of cutting
down on the number of separate and duplicating data - reporting and data -processing systems. On the other hand, effective use of the equipment requires that
you know —and say —what you are doing, that routine clerical functions be
clearly separated from functions requiring real judgment. This means that, in
many businesses, large grey areas of semi - routine, semi - judgment functions
must be analyzed and the blacks and whites brought into definition. This, in
itself, may be highly desirable and profitable and it is essential if the new
equipment or system is to be operative. Experience has shown that accounting
and operations research units can work very effectively together to define functions, to analyze report or output needs, to lay out the system and measure
volumes, to select appropriate equipment and, ultimately, to train a going
data - handling unit.
Proof of Me Pudding
In the foregoing paragraphs, I have tried to give some idea of operations
research and its relation to accounting. I am only too aware of the shortcomings of my attempt. For operations research is not a "gimmick," a panacea,
a formula. If it were, it might be easier to describe. But it is none of these.
It is simply a form of hard work. It is a kind of hard work, which many companies have found exceedingly profitable to support to help solve product and
process problems and which is now being directed toward operating problems.
I have characterized operations research as research on operations —the systematic application of the methods of analysis, abstraction and experimentation
of the research scientist to the operating problems and patterns of the organization. To attempt to understand operations research through talks, articles,
case histories or the like will never result in full understanding, for, I am
afraid, none of us are skilled enough to convey concisely the essence of thought
habits which have taken years to develop or the purposes, method, and spirit
of a particular project which may have taken months to complete. However,
if you will give it a try, as more and more companies are doing today, on a
really important problem, with time enough for true research effort and with
really skilled people, I am sure, in the long run, you will want it.
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Preparing For Improved Data Processing
Methods and Equipment
Session Chairman: STERLING K. ATKINSON
Vice Provost and Treasurer, Temple University, Philadelphia

Panel Members: J. DOUGLAS ELLIOTT, JAMES GIBBONS, JAMES
THOMSON, RALPH W. FAIRBANKS, JAMES M. KALBACH, JR.
DR. ATKINSON: The Conference Committee believed that the subject this
afternoon is one which just could not be left out of the Conference program.
Then the problem arose as to how we could best treat the topic and it was
decided to use a panel type of meeting. We are very conscious of the fact
that a wide range of experience is represented by those in attendance here.
Some have studied this subject very intensively and may know just as much
about it as the people on the panel. There may be others who have not been
called upon to go into the subject very carefully. They are with companies
where the need is not an urgent one. Our problem is one of conducting the
session in such a manner that all will get something from it.

Integrated Data Processing and Electronic Data Processing
However, we do feel that we ought to start from one known point, namely,
a little bit of a definition. This session is not necessarily confined to so- called
electronics but I, suspect, the bias will be in that direction. As a starting point,
there will be offered a definition of what we mean by improved data processing.
Mr. Thomson has agreed to take several minutes to define terms. I do think
it is well at the beginning to somewhat establish the scope of our discussion
and explain what we believe to be the meaning of certain terms.
MR. TH O M SO N : Improved data processing is a pretty general term. We
mean it to be general in the respect that there are many types of data processing. In recent years, some particular phrases have been given a little bit of
publicity. I am speaking specifically of integrated data processing and electronic data processing and would like to speak just for a few minutes on these
to establish a relationship.
First, what is data processing? Generally speaking, we process data when we
perform any one or any combination of the following operations: record, transcribe, classify, recapitulate, extend or convert to other values, distribute, or file.
All data processing falls within these seven clerical operations.
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Next, what do we mean by integrated data processing? Data processing
becomes integrated when the original recording, and subsequent processing of
that data, is performed in such a manner that there is a minimum of repetition and duplication of operations in each successive step. This can be accomplished through systems application of machines. Perhaps the best definition
of Integrated Data Processing can be found in the following statements of the
concept: (1) Original Data are recorded at their points of origin in a mechanical form, (2) Once in a mechanical form, data are processed exclusively in a
mechanical manner, and (3) All processing of data is integrated so that
original data in mechanical form serves all subsequent applications. I believe
it is now a matter of common understanding that the medium for mechanical
processing is punched paper tape or punched cards.
Now, what is the relationship of Integrated Data Processing to the new
field of electronic accounting or electronic data processing? That is almost
the same as asking "Which came first —the chicken or the egg ?" There is a
very close relationship.
If a company with purely manual systems were to start today to consider the
application of electronic data processing equipment, it would find in the course
of study that to obtain the full benefit of such application all data processing
should be integrated. In the preparation of raw data for electronic processors
it is necessary at some stage to enter the data into cards or tape for this is the
input medium of all processors. This forces us then to a consideration of
mechanization at the earliest possible point— origination of data —and to
process data mechanically up to the point of processing electronically on the
more advanced equipment.
On the other hand, if a company has already applied the integrated data
processing concept and is now processing data on mechanical or electromechanical equipment, the application of electronic data processing equipment
is definitely facilitated; and it is simply a question of determining at what
point it is economically sound to employ this more advanced equipment.
The Integrated Data Processing concept "fits hand -in- glove" with the application of electronic data processing equipment.
MR. FAIRBANKS: I would like to suggest an added consideration when it
comes to application. Integrated data processing can best be achieved, I believe,
by looking at the systems application in its entirety, that is, looking at all of
the departments and all of the incoming source material and so planning without being limited by department walls. The cost is lower that way and the
application more comprehensive.
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I believe the greatest benefit to be gained from the new
approach to data processing, which, incidentally, might be called the industrial
revolution in the office, is the better information that we can get more rapidly
for our management. What we have to do is, if we are going to integrate data
processing completely, is to find out what we are really looking for and then
break down the barriers which we have traditionally had between production,
sales, and accounting. I believe one of the things which will result from a truly
integrated system is elimination of essentially duplicate and somewhat varying
sets of figures. If you go into a plant and ask how many people work there,
you can get many answers. Someone will count the number of people on the
payroll during the two preceding months. Others will make a like count for a
specific payroll date. Someone else will take all the payrolls for the year and
average them. However, there can only be one correct answer. Through integrated data processing, I think we will come up with one set of numbers for a
given function to be used by everyone in the organization.
MR. KALBACH:

Effect of Company Size
There is a question which must be of interest to many in
the audience. I am going to phrase it this way: Is my company large enough
to justify the use of an integrated processing system?
DR. ATKINSON:

I think, to make the question meaningful, it is necessary,
first of all, to consider what is available today, by way of types of equipment.
It can then be determined whether large or small or medium -sized equipment
in terms of size and cost is required in specific applications. It seems to me
that, at the present time, we find the most of machines in use fall in the large
category in terms of size and in terms of cost. There is a good reason for this.
The larger machines have the basic abilities which make it possible for them
to be used in business applications. For example, many of the larger machines
are capable of handling alphabetic or numeric information without any discrimination. The larger machines are able to handle larger masses of information and to operate on greater numbers. They can handle multiple input and
output devices. All of these features make the large machines attractive and
relatively easier to install in data processing applications than some of the presently available smaller equipment.
Naturally, the large machines are finding their initial uses in the larger companies. However, I am sure that every business machine manufacturer has his
eye on the market in the medium size and smaller company. He cannot survive if he does not have a product which will be useful in that area and there
MR. GIBBONS:
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are definite developments today that indicate to me a very healthy trend away
from the giant data processors to the machines which are geared to operate
within small companies which cannot afford a larger- scale, general purpose
data processor. For example, in the last year, two of the business machines
manufacturers have developed relatively small data processing systems which
have incorporated substantial amounts of storage, are capable of handling fairly
complex arithmetical operations at high speed, and are also capable operating
at good speeds, of handling input and output information.
One trend, in my way of thinking, is away from the so- called large -scale general purpose data processor toward a medium scale and, in many cases, a small
scale machine. When I refer to a small scale machine, I am thinking in terms of
price, of machines costing basically less than fifty thousand dollars. There is a
great deal of activity in this field and such machines have been demonstrated
to be useful in payroll applications, inventory control applications, and operations which at the present time are considered to be in the province of the
punch cards. These smaller scale machines permit a more fully integrated
operation than many punched card systems afford, involving concepts already
mentioned, through which an application can be completely automatic from
the point where the information is entered into the system to the point where
the final results are displayed on the finished report.
MR. FAIRBANKS: If we look at integrated data processing more as a work
simplification problem, I think that we might get a little different slant on it.
If we say that we are going to capture information at an early point in such a
way as to eliminate duplication of it as it travels through the office, we find
ourselves talking about machines but, in smaller companies, the machines, in my
opinion, are pretty much incidental. As a rule of thumb, you might say that,
if the areas you can affect specifically by integrated data processing hold more
manual hours than it would cost for the machines to be installed, then the
overall cost picture could bear the conversion and installation of whatever
equipment might be contemplated.

If we are going to use the integrated data processing equipment, we are going to have to consolidate activities now spread out in various
departments. I cannot help but feel that one of the advantages to be gained
from a study looking toward the use of electronic equipment is the consolidation of activities and simplification just mentioned. Perhaps much money can
be saved without using electronic equipment. It seems to me it would pay any
company to study the application of an electronic system to its operation just
because of the advance thinking required. Whether it is decided to order
MR. ELLIOTT:
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electronic equipment or not, the advance thinking necessary will point out
many changes and improvements that can be made in existing routines and
procedures.
DR. ATKINSON: I think that you raised a good point. Let us talk about savings. Are savings or cost reduction the principal objective in data processing
developments or are there other reasons for entertaining them?

I believe that there are many other considerations than
clerical cost reduction, which I think is extremely important. I believe that we
have got to find out what we need to run the business, and then how to get it.
Communications and timing information to management are very important.
MR. KALBACH:

MR. GIBBONS: I would like to make another point in connection with benefits beyond cost reductions which can be expected of integrated data processing
and use of electronic data processing equipment. It is possible to obtain additional information in a better form and a faster way. For example, the scheduling of machine loads in factory operations is considered to be a fairly complex but fairly routinized operation, one which is susceptible of mechanization.
The time required to perform the routines on a "real time" basis can be cut
drastically by using more advanced equipment such as "705" and "UNIVAC."
I stress this point of timeliness where these complex, decision- making operations are involved, because it is here that the high speed abilities of the equipment come into play. Even though these machines are very fast, they are still
today often not as fast as they might be to handle the myriads of computations
necessary to perform these scheduling operations on a "real time" basis. This
is one of the basic reasons why the stress on speed of machines has been so
important. I think that, when the use of programmed aids to management in
mechanizing decision - making functions becomes an accomplished fact —and a
lot of this can be mechanized —much credit will be due to the speed of the
machines themselves. At the present time, we are just getting up to machine
speeds which will enable us to do this sort of thing.

Can Electronic Equipments Services be Practicably Rented?
One of the questions just handed me from the floor fits in
at this point. It raises the question as to whether it would be possible for a
smaller company to rent electronic equipment services from a larger company
or perhaps from a service bureau, if such service bureaus were organized.
DR. ATKINSON:

MR. THOMSON:

I would like to tell a little about our setup in United States
Steel. We have large companies and small companies. As a result of that, we
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have been thinking in terms of data processing centers strategically located
throughout the country. For instance, here in New York City, where we have
five or six headquarters offices of different companies, we are working toward
the idea of central processing of data. Of course, this is within a corporate
structure, but there is no reason why a similar sort of arrangement could not
be set up for individual small companies. Whether or not the machine equipment manufacturers will expand their service bureaus to render this type of
service, I cannot say, but I am sure that it is in the offing and it is a very good
answer to the application of the equipment to smaller operations.
One of the difficulties in using a service company is the programming phase of the work. You will find that putting an office job on a
computer takes a lot of programming time. Whether your volume is large or
small, you have to do the same amount of programming. In our company,
with our 1 ,2 0 0 ,0 0 0 accounts, we expect to spend forty or forty-five man -years
of labor in programming the computer for customer accounting. With a smaller
volume than ours, say a utility with 250,000 accounts, it would still be necessary to have people going through forty or forty-five man -years of labor to tell
the machine what to do. Small companies might not be able to afford the cost
of programming even though a service company could perform their operations
economically.
ML ELLIOTT:

In our thinking, the use of service bureau facilities where
larger machines are concerned is most practical when the machines are used to
solve problems which are `one- shot" in nature, that is, once solved they are
solved for reasonable length of time. For such problems, if they are of significance, it is worth while to undertake a fairly long programming operation
(which can involve manual work simply to interpret the problem in terms of
the machine program) requiring payment for time on the machine at the rate
of anywhere from $ 2 0 0 to $300 an hour to work out a solution. Here the
benefits to be obtained should be sufficiently large to warrant all of this expense
in terms of time and equipment cost on a service bureau basis.
MR. GIBBONS:

MR. FAIRBANKS: I agree, I should like to point out that this is early in the
development of the electronic age. When tabulating service bureaus were first
set up, there was some trouble in making them pay all around, but, as companies and the service bureau began to find ways of doing things and doing
them not too expensively, more and more companies used them. We can look
back over the history of what we have done before in respect of tabulating
equipment. I think it is not going to be too long before service in some of
these areas will be available at a reasonable cost.
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I should like to agree with what has just been said but I
believe there is something else to be considered. First of all, I think the question boils down pretty much to dollar and cents. If you have a problem and
want to do it on a computer at a service center and take your problem there,
you will be told what it is going to cost before you start. You can decide
whether or not it is worth it. I believe that there is another benefit to be gained.
If you get some experience by working with a service bureau as related to your
particular problems, you may be better armed in talking to your management
or in helping yourselves make up your mind as to whether you can go to this
type of equipment or not.
MR. KALBACH:

What Is the Relevance of the Trend to Dec,-ntrali:ation?
DR. ATKINSON:

Here are two questions which are pretty much related. The
first one reads, "Would a large company with several divisions be further ahead
to centralize data processing with one large machine or to have several smaller
machines on a decentralized basis ?" The other question is, "What is the relationship of a centralized computer system to the recent trend towards decentralization of operations and control ?"
MR. ELLIOTT:

The average company might not have enough volume on a
decentralized basis to take advantage of present large -scale electronic equipment. To use a large -scale computer a few hours a day on a decentralized basis,
would probably not pay for itself and, until smaller computers are more fully
developed, the average company might not want to move in the direction of
decentralization. There might be some advantage in centralizing smaller computers. Perhaps any company would be better off with two or three small
machines as a unit rather than one large one — primarily because of the stand -by
features.
MR. FAIRBANKS:

I think decentralization and centralization are compatible
in this respect. Management has decentralized because of growth beyond space
and personnel available, and a lot of other things. Area location becomes
important to operations. However there is no reason why you cannot decentralize, production, manufacturing and shipping and yet work directly with
some centralized computing service, because, with the transmitting facilities
that we have now, both in Bell Telephone and new I.B.M. equipment, we can
transmit information from outlying areas, very quickly. It can be put into pro1764
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duction in a machine built to do the work rapidly. You would get a better
cost picture because you are consolidating into one area what has been duplicated in many areas. You can probably process the data more rapidly, so that
the information can go back to that decentralized point and up to management.
I think Mr. Fairbanks is correct. It is, to a great extent, the
policy of the management which determines the organization of the company.
Whether the company has to operate on a decentralized basis or not, there is
usually room for advanced computational facilities. But, in many cases, the
justification for data processing centralization in a decentralized organization
comes about through the sheer economic advantages to be gained from such a
centralization, as was our recent experience where we found that in considering decentralized operation of several small data processing systems as opposed
to centralized operation with the same number of small systems or as opposed
to centralization with a large system, the economics were overwhelmingly in
favor of centralization with a large system as opposed to the use of smaller
systems as such.
MR. GIBBONS:

I think that this is a question which stems pretty much
from the fact that the machines originally introduced to the market were the
large -scale units. To justify the expense and to create sufficient volume to
utilize the large -scale computers or data processors any length of time, we had
to think in terms of centralized processing. However, as there is further development in the field, we find intermediate units coining on the market. Inevitably, there will be still smaller units and we have grown away from the thought
that a centralized setup is required. The possibility for decentralization is definitely here today and will be more so in the future. Of course, the final gauge
is the matter of economics for any one company's particular situation.
MR. THOMSON:

MR. KALBACH: I think we have dealt pretty well with the second part of the
question. I am a little curious about the first part. Are you better off with a
large -scale computer or several smaller ones? I do not think we know enough

to judge.
MR. FAIRBANKS:

I think we are learning.

We know quite a bit about the technical aspects of the machine. We do not know very much about application and, until we have had
some practical experience, we really do not know which size of machine is
MR. ELLIOTT:

better.
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How Much Study in Advance of Equipment Acquisition?
Here is another question, "Do you believe that electronic
equipment should be ordered in advance of proved economies or should advance
study establish firmly the wisdom of cost economies before the order is placed ?"
DR. ATKINSON:

MR. FAIRBANKS: It has been my experience that companies which worry
about cash and about what things cost are going to want to know how soon
their investment is going to be returned to them. Believe me, when a company
gets impatient on a program, the machines can "blow" and management can
"blow" and systems people can "bloc" and there can be a lot of trouble. In
determining when the investment is going to be returned, it has got to be considered realistically and not through rose - colored glasses.
MR. THOMSON:

Are there any companies not worried about their cash?

MR. FAIRBANKS:

There seem to be.

MR. ELLIOTT: You just do not order a computer today and get one tomorrow.
You have to wait quite a while before you can get delivery. I can think of a
few instances in which companies were rather impatient to get a computer to
try it out and wanted an earlier delivery than the manufacturer could offer
them, and then found they were not ready when the machine was about to be
delivered, primarily because of the programming involved. Unless you are
fully equipped to utilize the machine, you certainly are going to needlessly
spend a lot of money in rental or in investment of the machine on hand.
MR. GIBBONS: It has been my experience that many of the machine manufacturer representatives are encouraging the placement of orders far in advance
of projected delivery dates simply to get people thinking in concrete terms
about the particular equipment and the way it operates in specific applications.
In order to determine the pros and cons of various types of equipment, fairly
extensive types of studies have to be made. Differences in types of equipment
can be determined only in terms of the applications which are being considered. Therefore, in order to get a program started, it is advantageous to think
in terms of specific equipment and possibly evaluate several specific types of
equipment before you are best able to determine which machine is suitable for

you.
MR. KALBACH: Here we have been talking only about large -scale computers.
However, I feel that, in integrated data processing, you go anywhere from a
piece of carbon paper, which, I guess, was our first integration, up to a computer. We are also faced with the same thing in buying some of the peripheral
equipment. You cannot get that in ten minutes either.
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Organizational Aspects of Installation Planning
DR. ATKINSON: I think this brings us to another question. What is the relationship between a systems or methods department and the accounting department in making an analysis of the situation and in connection with the installation? Is the accountant the one to start it? Is the systems man? Is there going
to be a conflict between the two or do they work together? What is the situation there?
MR. FAIRBANKS: The people who are going to work with the system have
to be sold on it. They have got to know what it is about. They have to be
part of the planning. There is no question about that, but, obviously, they
have to get a day's business out, and have limited time to look into the future.
The broad, basic design has to be done by someone who has time.
There are various levels of companies. A big company with a large staff
can afford to have methods design men whose job is to sit and think with their
feet on the desk. It may also have, in the various line departments, systems
people working simplifications into their particular departments. And then you
have the small company which cannot afford these two areas of system design
men. The question there is, should the company employ someone to help with
the broad design and perhaps bring one or two people within the company?
Obviously, the still smaller company cannot afford either approach and a lineman has to take on the problem. He has to have time to do research and find
out about the field. He has to learn not only about machines but the techniques
of systems design, and the overall point of view. It is a very difficult question.
MR. GIBBONS: I would like to go back to a point made earlier by Mr. Fairbanks, that the approach on application of integrated data processing should
be on a company -wide basis. I think that is rather significant here because in
order to operate on a company -wide basis, you cannot think in terms of the
accounting department or a systems group within a specific department as such.
In order to do this kind of investigation and to install a system which has
company -wide ramifications, it is, in many cases, necessary to go above the
departmental level to head up and assume the responsibility for the investigation. This is particularly true where the equipment under consideration is to
be made to complete a variety of tasks, covering the entire range of the company's data processing problems. It may not be entirely valid in certain specific industries. The utility industry is an example where the production of
customer bills is an operation of such magnitude that a large - scale, integrated
system can be used in this specific area without any consideration of applications in other parts of the company.
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However, most of the data processing work, as we have defined it here, is
usually within the province of the accounting department. Hence, I would
say that the accounting department, itself, bears a heavy share of the responsibility for the development of the applications.
There is another question here, very closely related, which
has to do with the size of the committee making the initial survey for an
equipment installation. There might be some advantage, perhaps, in finding
out what the experience is, whether it should be a three- or four -man committee, whether there is any advantage in the much smaller one, and what a good
workable arrangement may be.
DR. ATKINSON:

MR. ELLIOTT: In making the original study, it depends upon the objective
of the company. If you are out to save money, you then want to go into detail
just far enough to find you are going to save money and then order the equipment. Or you might want to go through a lot of programming and detailed
study before you make your decision, to more accurately know the savings, if
any. Two or three men might do it, working on the survey for six months to
a year, if you are not interested in detail at the start. Other companies I know
of having put eight, ten or fifteen men on the study for a considerable length
of time before they made up their mind.
But I would like to emphasize that you have to have some pretty good, objective men working on the study with appropriate backing. If you are going to
expedite your operations, you are going to cross departmental lines. No matter
whom you have on this program or how many, you are going to have to report
to somebody right at the top of the organization, I think, because of the great
impact on organization and company policy, as well as on procedures.

If we refer back to the title of this session, it reads "Preparing for Improved Data Processing Equipment." I think we have covered
somewhat the one aspect of that preparation namely, the analysis. Perhaps we
should discuss for a few minutes some of the other problems involved. After
all, what do you have to prepare for?
DR. ATKINSON:

MR. KALBACH: In my opinion, there is only one way to start on this thing.
First of all, you have to get management approval. When you have that, you
have the first door open. From there on, you have got to go through a complete
analysis of what you are doing at present. That also takes time. Then comes
the preparation of the employees generally for this type of change. You will
find that employee training becomes one of the most difficult problems. At least
this has been our experience.
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I think that is absolutely true. It is preparing the mind to
receive something new. That is always difficult particularly so in the office.
However, the growing complexity of clerical operations, the growing amount
of work necessary, the growing demands of top management for information —
all of these are forcing the change. In preparing, one of the things that I think
is important at the same time as the analysis of what the company is doing, is
the setting up of a series of principles and objectives that management wants
to accomplish. In effect, this is a definition of the problem, itself, for use as
the bench -mark against which to measure systems design.
MR. FAIRBANKS:

MR. GIBBONS: I think the thing to do is to generate as early as possible, a
decision to investigate or not to investigate at the detail level, considering the
expense involved in any such study. This may be done by examining the present organization to determine whether or not there are any imponderables or
negative factors in the areas for investigation which would render impracticable in advance the use of advanced data processing techniques.
For example, it would be necessary to determine in your organization whether
the management is getting the kind of information it needs now and whether it
is satisfied that it is getting the best available information and is making the
best use of it. If the answer is "No ", then you proceed on to the next question. If the answer is "Yes ", then it might stop you from making any further
investigation or investment. The next question might be: Would the cost of
producing such information be much higher in my particular company than in
other similar companies? Here, again, you get a "Yes" or "No" situation,
which permits a logical analysis, until you have clarified your thinking so you
can determine whether or not there are any negative aspects which would
prevent you from going into a full -scale consideration of improved data processing techniques. For example, one of the problems in improved data processing is that it implies a certain rigidity in terms of the scheduling of equipment. If you find that your organization is geared to operate on the basis of
instantaneous demand for information and is able to produce this instantaneously by manual techniques, this might be a deterrent in establishing the feasibility of an electronics system, since some time lag in producing information
on a random basis would have to be assumed.
This kind of analysis will get you very quickly to a point at which you can
determine for yourself whether an investigation is warranted or needed. You
can repeat this from time to time as new techniques and new equipment are

developed.
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Your first point impresses me. Who decides whether management is getting the proper information?
MR. KALBACH:

We get back to the statement which was made, that the
first prerequisite was to get management approval. I think you start right there
on the assumption that management approval for an invesigation suggests some
dissatisfaction with present information.
MR. GIBBONS:

MR. KALBACH:

Sometimes it is hard to "sell" them.

Danger of Obsolescence of New Equipment
DR. ATKINSON: There is a question here which might have some significance.
With the rapid further progress in these developments, what weight should be
given to the factor of obsolescence in planning for them at the present time?

The fact that most of this expensive equipment is available
on a monthly rental or lease basis helps us out on this score and, in the face of
such a rapidly developing field, it would seem that we should protect ourselves
and get equipment on the rental basis rather than an outright purchase. I am
just making an observation here that it is a fast - changing picture and we would
not want to be loaded with a lot of equipment at high cost which we can
expect will be improved upon rather rapidly, in the course of the next few
MR. THOMSON:

years.
Does the Time Needed for Programming Pose An Obstacle?
Here is a question which, I suspect, a good many people are
concerned with. Several persons have asked, what is the typical —if there is a
typical— number of equipment programming man hours which might be required? Then there is a related question. Is it feasible, desirable, or likely —
take your choice —that programming could be developed on an industrywide
basis instead of an individual company basis?
DR. ATKINSON:

MR. ELLIOTT: I think that, first, before we start talking about programming,
we have to define it. There are as many definitions of programming as there
are people trying to frame a definition. What we are speaking about is the
make -ready stage from the time the decision is made to get the computer until
the time you are ready to put your first job on it. I think a lot of people
misunderstand that. They think of it as a rather technical operation, the coding phase, or telling the machine what to do.
In the original study, before you order equipment, you may have done some
long -range planning, but now you are getting down to details because you
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have to prepare to tell the machine what to do. So you will spend fifty per
cent of your time, or more, on planning your operation and getting decisions.
You know how hard it is to get decisions made sometimes. You will spend
about twenty per cent of the time on diagramming, putting the flow of operations down on paper, in the minutest detail You will spend about ten per cent
of the time coding, that is, converting the diagrams into the language of the
machine. Then, perhaps another fifteen per cent is spent in "debugging," i.e.,
running the program through the machine to try it out.
If you are spending over fifty per cent of your time on planning and decision making, that is where you must know the routine of procedure of your
organization. That is why you need good methods men, alert people whom
you recruit, probably from your own organization. If you recruit outsiders
who know equipment and do not know your procedures, they might do the
coding phase very well, but you can take a good methods man or supervisor
in your own organization and give him a few weeks' training on the computer
and he will do a pretty good overall job. On the other hand, if you get an
expert from outside and try to acquaint him with your organization, your procedures, and your policies, it may be that he cannot do a job without many
years of training. Therefore, most of the companies I am familiar with are
recruiting their staffs from within their own organizations.
As far as industry -wide training is concerned, if you can get everyone in the
industry to agree on policy and as to just how an operation is to be handled,
it might work. I do not think industries could do that. We are all independent
in that respect.
Again we seem to be back at computers, and I guess the
programming question was aimed at computers. However, again, I feel that,
if you have a good integrated data processing system with proper data origination equipment, your technical problems of programming for a high- speed,
large -scale computer are minimized to a great extent. As far as general program
techniques are concerned, some automatic programming devices have been put
together which make programming a great deal simpler. In our particular case,
we are attempting to build a library of general programming techniques related
to business data processing problems, such as sorting routines, etc.
MR. KALBACH:

We are up in the "blue fields" yonder — electronics in the
future —all of which is very good, and we ought to know a little more about
it. However, I would like to get it down to the everyday job of getting something done in any type of industry. If you take an overall look at your system
MR. FAIRBANKS:
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and decide you want to make some changes instead of waiting for a year or
ten years to do so, while hoping for a piece of equipment to walk around the
corner at your price, you might, instead, take a good look at your picture.
You will find there is a great deal you can do and put into effect now and, by
that very change in system, you are in effect setting up your program.
You are learning. You are getting back to the primitive stage of learning
what you need and how you are going to do it. You set it down in a book of
standards or standard memoranda of operations and necessary basic analytical
steps. It is an analysis of what you are doing now. It is the determination of
getting to the end results. That is probably the most time- consuming part of
programming. Once you know what you want to do and how you are going to
handle, not only your repetitive work but your exceptions, the matter of putting
it into a program formula is comparatively inexpensive.
You touched on something there. In addition to programming for the computer, you will be changing many of your related clerical
operations and procedures, all of which also have to be analyzed, and decided
upon, and planned, and what not.
MR. ELLIOTT:

How Shall More Timely Information be "Valued"
Here is a question addressed to Mr. Fairbanks which
reads, "What rule of thumb do you believe should be used in determining
the value of the additional and /or more timely results for management when
making cost studies or analyses to determine whether or not to adopt the
system?"
DR. ATKINSON:

MR. FAIRBANKS: I think that will begin to show itself actually when you
have sat down with management to determine the principles and objectives
of system change. At that time, you can find out when management receives
its information, when it gets its reports, and the type of report it gets whether
management has to wade through a lot of inconsequential material and figures,
in order to get to the main points for decision. I think that such an analysis
at any time, whether it is just planning for a new system or whether it is planning for the use of electronics, is very important.

Now, if management finds from its experience that it is not getting its
information and getting it quickly enough, it is running the company by experience and feel and depth obtained as management personnel have come up
through the various departments. Most of the decisions must be good because
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companies are pretty prosperous throughout the land. However, I believe
that a straight rule of thumb might be that there is no question but that better
information is going to help management. It is entirely an intangible area as
to what the leading factor should be.
Ways Accountants Can Prepare Themselves
A couple of questions refer to the matter of training.
One asks what a cost man can do to prepare himself to be technically competent in preparation for and application of electronic equipment. A related
question asks whether experience in tabulating work is helpful or essential to
a good understanding of these new developments.
DR. ATKINSON:

MR. THOMSON: Certainly, experience in the use of conventional tabulating
equipment is a good head start in training for the use of advanced equipment,
because tabulating applications require the procedurizing, coding and standardizing which is very much paralleled in the use of electronic equipment.
With respect to gaining knowledge and training in this field, there are
organized classes which the equipment manufacturers conduct, at a charge,
and several universities are organizing courses of study. These are the formal
methods. Of course, much can be gained from published literature on the
subject.
MR. GIBBONS: The word "logic" has been somewhat overworked in connection with mechanization of company procedures, but I think logic is the
key to the use of advanced data processing techniques. You have to think
logically about your problems and you have to be able to state them explicitly
and to put them in such a form that they can be handled without any recourse
to imagination. Once you have done this you are well on your way to thinking
in terms of a mechanized or a completely automatic application. The word,
"programming ", implies the act of setting down in logical form the operations which the machine or the system has to undertake. I think that the cost
accountant or systems man or anybody else who is delegated to study operations to see how they can be improved, has to have, above everything else,
the ability to think logically about these problems and to define them and
explain them in completely logical terms.

I am going to amplify what Mr. Gibbons has said. We
hear too much about the technical aspects of the machines, how they are
made, the type of memory they have, and so much about the speed that it
MR. ELLIOTT:
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frightens a lot of people who think they have to be highly skilled technicians
before they can start using the equipment. But, as Mr. Gibbons says, you are
dealing with the procedure. You are not interested in building a computer.
You are interested in using one. You do not know what is under the cover
of the adding machine you use, but still you use it. You are primarily concerned with finding out what the electronic machines will do, rather than
how they work.
Piece -Meal vs Comprehensive Installations
DR. ATKINSON:

A

question has come up several times on a matter of
policy. Should a company defer making an installation until it can make a
comprehensive one or should it start on a piece -meal basis, perhaps with small
equipment, one or two operations, and then gradually work up?
MR. FAIRBANKS: I think that, unless you are with a very large company
and can use a piece of equipment completely on a specific job, it is a mistake
to attempt to take a trial area and just find the way to set up an application in
that area, because you can make a false step and it costs money to convert to
anything. Management is not going to be particularly interested after you have
made an initial step and find that it is out of line with the company's overall
plan at some subsequent day. This does not necessarily mean that you should
not make installations separately but they should, in my opinion, be based upon
an overall kind of approach.
MR. GIBBONS: There is an element of calculated risk in determining the
feasibility of a system of any size which is comprehensive enough to take over
all of the data processing problems of a particular organization. First it is
necessary to determine what present costs of clerical and data processing operations are. Using that as a yardstick you can then determine just how much
you are willing to invest in a comprehensive system which will take over all
of this work. Then you are able to determine whether there is enough of a
work load for it to take over at the outset so that initial cost does not overwhelm you before you can recoup installation costs through projected savings
in a reasonable time.
MR. THOM SON: I would guess that most of the commercial installations
made to date have been made on the calculated risk basis— a certain amount
of gamble, so far as most companies are concerned. Not within my knowledge
have any of the large -scale computers been put into use on the basis of definite
savings figures presented to management. In most cases, management has been
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sufficiently far- sighted and willing to take a calculated risk with equipment
which holds so much promise for data processing.

Integrated Data Processing and the Accountant
It might be interesting just to see how many people here
are directly involved with advanced equipment. I wonder if we could have
a show of hands of people who are with companies actually involved in an
installation now, or committed to making one. Recognizing that there will
be duplication because, in some cases, more than one individual here present
is with a particular company, I wonder if we could have a show of hands. I
wonder how much real concern is there in a practical way. — Looks like a lot. I
guess that is roughly fifty per cent of the group here. However, it might be
less than fifty per cent of the companies represented. I wonder if the panel
would give some words of advice as to the necessity of keeping as much up
to date on these developments as can be done.
DR. ATKINSON:

Even those who are in companies in which, for various
reasons, electronic data processing equipment is not under consideration presently should be in reasonably close touch with new developments. I think you
have to keep your eye on the horizon and sort of anticipate what is coming
over it and think of how it will affect you.
MR. GIBBONS:

I think that one of the greatest advantages that the accountants have ever had is in the coming era of office methods design and
integrated data processing, whatever you want to call it. It is really something
which can increase your position within the company tremendously. The office
is the nerve center, the heart and the brain of management, because it gathers
and collects all of the information, summarizes it and passes it on, and this is
the most talked -of area; in the country today. Accountants are right in the
middle of it. Believe me, I know, if I were an accountant I would want to
read everything I could.
MR. FAIRBANKS:

Another question which undoubtedly is of concern to
many of us is, what is the future of the cost accountant in these developments?
Where does this leave us?
DR. ATKINSON:

MR. GIBBONS: I should like to venture an opinion that today, considering
what is now theoretically possible, cost .accounting is still in the horse and
buggy era in its methods for developing and utilizing measures of effectiveness.
With the range and depth of comparison that can be made available through
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the use of electronic equipment, the cost accountant would be placed in a much
more advantageous position to report on effective measures for cost control.
Thus, I look for great improvements in this particular area.
DR. ATKINSON:

Perhaps we should offer one final thought here, which
has been suggested by a member of the audience, that, in all of this work,
in spite of the development of machines of one kind or another, electronic
or mechanical, it is the man behind the machine who counts. What we do
get out of machines and what we can do with them depends as much upon
the man as it does upon the machine, if not more so.
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